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DISCOVER WOMEN'S SNEAKERS

FREE SHIPPING for orders over $100!

DISCOVER MEN'S SNEAKERS
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Best Seller Leggenda
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TOKYO GINZA
  US $155.00 
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AUTOGRAPH ZEBRA W
  US $145.00 
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HOOP STARS SUEDE
  US $155.00 
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IMPRESSIONS GLITTER W
  US $165.00 
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AUTOGRAPH SUEDE
  US $145.00 
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TOKYO WEDGE GLITTER W
  US $165.00 
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 Tennis
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Dress like the great tennis players of the moment who choose Lotto to improve their performances on the court.
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 Life's Man
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Products for leisure time, physical activity and for your daily well-being.
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 Performance
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 Created to excel. Innovation, technology and quality at the service of your passion for top performances. 

 Discover



 Life's Woman
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Products for leisure time, physical activity and for your daily well-being.

 Discover






Sport Trend
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TECH I - D1 TEE
  US $55.00 
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MIRAGE 100 II CLY
  US $195.00 
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MAESTRO 100 IV FG
  US $220.00 
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SUPERRAPIDA 100 W
  US $195.00 
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SUPERRAPIDA W VI TEE
  US $50.00 













LottoUniverse
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Champions of style. Tennis collections worn by top Lotto players.
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Champions of style. Discover our new Lotto Solista

 Discover
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Champions of style. Men’s tennis collections worn by top Lotto players.
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Champions of style. Women’s tennis collections worn by top Lotto players.

 Discover
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Sign up to our newsletter for getting our news!

Sign Up for Our Newsletter:

Subscribe
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LottoStore
Find your closest store or stockist.
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Lotto sport Italia spa
Lotto Sport Italia Spa
Head Office:
 Via Montebelluna 5/7, 31040 Trevignano (TV) - Italy
VAT Number 03456770266
REA TV - 272911
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SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER TO GET OUR LATEST NEWS!
 15% DISCOUNT FOR YOU!

Subscribe to our newsletter now to get special previews of new collections and promotions!
The discount cannot be combined with other promotions.


* Required FieldsEmail







 Date of Birth  

Gender
Male
Female
Not Specified



 Which collection/s are you interested in?  LEGGENDA  LIFE’S  PERFORMANCE  WORKS  ATHLETICA




Having read the here, I expressly consent to the processing of my personal date entered above to send commercial messages containing information on products or services, as well as promotions or invitations to organised events.
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